Automatic classification of broadband transient radio frequency (RF) signals is of particular interest in persistent surveillance applications. Because such transients are often acquired in noisy, cluttered environments, and are characterized by complex or unknown analytical models, feature extraction and classification can be difficult. We propose a fast, adaptive classification approach based on non-analytical dictionaries learned from data. Conventional representations using fixed (or analytical) orthogonal dictionaries, e.g., Short Time Fourier and Wavelet Transforms, can be suboptimal for classification of transients, as they provide a rigid tiling of the time-frequency space, and are not specifically designed for a particular signal class. They do not usually lead to sparse decompositions, and require separate feature selection algorithms, creating additional computational overhead. Pursuit-type decompositions over analytical, redundant dictionaries yield sparse representations by design, and work well for target signals in the same function class as the dictionary atoms. The pursuit search however has a high computational cost, and the method can perform poorly in the presence of realistic noise and clutter. Our approach builds on the image analysis work of Mairal et al. (2008) to learn a discriminative dictionary for RF transients directly from data without relying on analytical constraints or additional knowledge about the signal characteristics. We then use a pursuit search over this dictionary to generate sparse classification features. We demonstrate that our learned dictionary is robust to unexpected changes in background content and noise levels. The target classification decision is obtained in almost real-time via a parallel, vectorized implementation.
INTRODUCTION
Detection and analysis of transitory electromagnetic (EM) signatures is important for persistent surveillance applications. Such EM signals can exhibit both discrete and continuous dynamical behavior, e.g., trains of intermittent frequency-hopping or chirping pulses, combined with continuous time-varying emissions during a single pulse. The EMgenerating process may last for a wide range of time scales, and usually occurs in the presence of additive white noise and structured clutter, including emissions from similar sources. These rich temporal and frequency characteristics can present challenges for standard detection and classification approaches.
Extracting classification features typically requires good knowledge of the application domain in order to find feature vectors unique to a class and robust to background noise. Conventional localized data representations using fixed orthonormal dictionaries, such as a Short-Time Fourier basis [1] or a Best Orthonormal Basis [2] selected from a wavelet packet decomposition, can be suitable to efficiently represent some types of signals but not others. Successful classification of underwater acoustic transients using Daubechies wavelets [3] is a good demonstration of the power of wavelets for a white noise background. In contrast, using an optimized wavelet representation for space-based RF transient signal classification in the presence of a more complex background [4] has produced unsatisfactory results.
Fixed orthonormal (or complete) dictionaries do not usually lead to sparse decompositions for all types of signals, and require separate feature selection algorithms, creating additional computational overhead. The feature vector can be very sparse for one category of signal (e.g., constant frequency emitter using a Fourier basis), but dense for another (e.g., chirped pulse using a Fourier basis). One alternative is to employ a redundant (or over-complete), adaptive dictionary, from which we can obtain sparse representations of our data using a matching pursuit [1] . An example of an overcomplete dictionary with higher representation flexibility for RF signals is the chirped Gabor wavelet dictionary [5] , which can be used in conjunction with the fast-ridge pursuit of [6] . The resulting dictionary elements (also called atoms) retain robustness to additive Gaussian noise, and can capture equally both pulses and CW signals in very few representative atoms from the dictionary [7] .
A fixed dictionary of parameterized, closed-form atoms, whether complete or over-complete, requires assumptions about the underlying sources. Learning dictionaries directly from data removes the closed-form constraint on the dictionary and has led to significant improvements in classification of textures and natural images. Several algorithms have been proposed [8] [9] [10] to learn dictionaries for sparse representation directly from the training data set, and these perform well for both signal representation and classification. Recently, Mairal [11] has proposed learning over-complete, nonparametric dictionaries optimized both for representation and discrimination of images.
In this paper we extend the learned dictionary technique to RF data and present results demonstrating classification performance on a simulated data set. In addition, we use a K-SVD algorithm [8] to explore under-complete (or underdetermined) dictionaries for RF signal classification in high-clutter, noisy backgrounds, and use Skretting and Husøy's minimum residual classifier, originally introduced for texture classification [12] . Our approach is designed to identify the presence and capture the dynamic behavior of a chirped pulse target emitter, while remaining robust to varying levels of background clutter and noise.
The layout of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we describe the test environment and the characteristics of our simulated data sets, with the target emitter operating in alternating ON/OFF states. In Section 3 we describe the method to build adaptive, under-complete dictionaries from data and discuss various choices for learning parameters. In Section 4 we then use our resulting sparse features to classify ON versus OFF data windows, and discuss classifier performance for various noise and clutter scenarios. We also propose an ensemble classification scheme and demonstrate improved performance. In Section 5 we conclude with some discussion of our results.
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
Our simulated data set consists of a target emitting linearly chirped pulses that operates intermittently (alternating ON/OFF states). The background is modeled as a superposition of additive white Gaussian noise, continuous wave (CW) signals, and some number of background linear chirp pulse emitters. Each pulse emitter has characteristic time scales for pulse train duration and intra-train and inter-train pulse spacing. The clutter pulses have amplitudes equal to or greater than the amplitude of the target, and some pulses are in the same frequency band as our target emitter. The durations of the pulses are in the range of 5ms -50ms, and they span a frequency range of 19kHz -1MHz. The spectrograms in Figure 1 illustrate the relative complexity of the resulting time series. The phases of each pulse emitter are uncorrelated, therefore the clutter is non-stationary with respect to our target.
Our modeled data recording system operates at a sampling rate of 2MHz, and buffers 1.34s of data at a time (i.e., output time series are 2.68e6 samples long). We consider data analysis windows of length 4,096 samples (2ms of recording) with overlap of 2048, and we seek to classify the operational state of the target in each window. A window is labeled as an "ON-window" if the target pulse is present in at least 50% of the window, and "OFF-window" otherwise. This window-level classification can be later used in a hierarchical, dynamic process analysis for large time-scale mode classification similar to the one detailed in [7] .
In our analysis we consider synthetic high and low amplitude targets, with varying noise and background clutter levels with respect to the target amplitude, as summarized in Table 1 . Additionally, we injected target signal into real background recordings, with heavy unknown clutter, to create hybrid data sets. This test scenario was devised to mimic unexpected background changes for which the classifier is completely untrained. The target amplitudes were set with respect to the standard deviation of the background recording, which is 0.049 and includes contributions from both white noise (or broadband noise) and time varying clutter (or narrowband noise). In the hybrid data sets, the target is in a crowded region of the spectrum, making its characteristics difficult to discern. In the low amplitude cases of each pair of spectrograms, we made the target "quieter" by decreasing its strength relative to the clutter and noise. 
SPARSE FEATURE EXTRACTION VIA LEARNED DICTIONARIES

Algorithm
Dictionaries learned directly from data can eliminate the need for detailed prior knowledge of clutter or target characteristic models, lead to sparse representations, and perform well in conjunction with a statistical classifier. Aharon et al.'s K-SVD [8] algorithm for learning dictionaries for images is similar to the K-means clustering process, and it works with any form of sparse signal representation algorithm. We applied the K-SVD method, described below, to build dictionaries for RF signal classification in high-clutter, noisy backgrounds, and used it in conjunction with Skretting and Husøy's minimum residual classifier [12] .
We now briefly describe the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm. Given a signal class X containing P training vectors, each of length N, the dictionary learning begins by initializing all the K elements of dictionary D with random numbers from a uniform distribution. The dictionary could also be initialized with a random selection of actual training data.
Learning D takes place over multiple iterations, and consists of two stages per learning iteration. In the sparse coding stage, matching pursuit is used to find the optimal representation for each training vector, where the sparsity factor, L, controls how many dictionary elements are allowed to represent a particular training vector.
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where i a is the vector of representation coefficients over D for i x . Stage two is the dictionary update stage, where each dictionary element is updated sequentially via singular value decomposition (SVD) over the group of training vectors it helps represent. K-SVD uses a back-projective algorithm in updating the dictionary weights in order to improve the approximations of the matching pursuit. The learning iterations continue until a condition is met, whether it is a measure of dictionary convergence (i.e., the individual dictionary elements stop changing significantly between consecutive updates), a measure of representative or discriminative power [11] , or an empirically chosen fixed number C of learning iterations.
For our application, we learned a pair of dictionaries -one ON-dictionary, one OFF-dictionary -for the high target amplitude case of Figure 1 . The ON training data set consists of 900 ON data windows, and similarly the OFF training set includes 900 OFF data windows, with each windows of length N=4096. Spectrograms of example ON and OFF dictionary elements are shown in Figure 2 . Note that the ON elements correctly learn various target instances, which are absent in the OFF elements. To classify a test time series, we decompose it into length-N data vectors by using a sliding overlapping window, and represent each data window over both dictionaries via matching pursuit, yielding an ON and OFF representation. The minimum residual classifier [12] chooses the label of the dictionary whose representation achieves the smallest matching pursuit residual energy. ON OFF Figure 2 : Spectrograms illustrating 5 randomly selected learned dictionary elements for the high amplitude target case. ON dictionary elements (upper panel) capture the target with its various time shifts across windows; the target signal is marked by black arrows on the y-axis. The lower panel of spectrograms shows sample elements from the OFF dictionary. OFF elements have residual target signal from OFF labeled training data that contained less than 50% of target signal. Each dictionary element is of length 4096 samples (2ms).
Dictionary parameters
Dictionary learning algorithms for signal classification have a number of parameters that need to be set. Choosing an effective dictionary size is the first issue to consider, as it is largely dependent on the amount of training data available and the inherent sparsity of the data. This choice also has a significant impact on the computational demands. In order to explore how the behavior of dictionaries changes with dictionary size (number of elements), we chose high amplitude synthetic training data, and learned sets of ten ON/OFF dictionary pairs with a fixed high number of learning iterations C, various dictionary sizes K, and sparsity factors L. The choices of optimal K and L were evaluated based on the associated classification performance for high amplitude target test data.
The test data consist of a time series recording of 1.34s, or 1307 labeled data windows. The test data contain 67% OFF windows, and 33% ON-windows. Subsequent classification performance was therefore compared to an always-OFF classifier achieving 0.670 accuracy. Each time window was labeled ON/OFF via the minimum residual classifier with each of the ten dictionary pairs. These classification labels were compared with the true labels in the usual classification metrics of accuracy ((True ONs+True OFFs) / (Total ONs+OFFs)), recall (True ONs / (True ONs + False OFFs)), and specificity (True OFFs / (True OFFs + False ONs)). We first fixed the dictionary size K and looked at the effect of the sparsity factor L in learning such a dictionary. Figure 3 shows the accuracy of 200-element dictionary sets learned with increasing sparsity factors and applied to test data, where each boxplot represents accuracy statistics across a set of 10 dictionary pairs. The red line connects the median accuracy values for each set. The plot suggests that the performance of the dictionary is insensitive to the value of L once the sparsity factor is greater than some lower bound. This is important when we have data whose inherent sparsity may be hard to assess, and we wish to make optimal choices for dictionary learning parameters. In the case illustrated in Figure 3 , once L is greater than 12 the accuracy remains within the same interval, with its median values hovering around 0.9. We next looked at the choice of dictionary size, K, by varying K in 50 element increments and fixing L for each K at a value roughly 33% of the size of the dictionary (e.g., for K=200 we selected L= 60). The boxplots in Figure 4 show classification performance across the resulting ten-pair sets of dictionaries. As expected, the median performance increases as we increase the dictionary size, while the variance across the sets decreases continually. This is an indication that the dictionaries converge to equivalent representations and become better at discriminating the signal using sparse features. What is interesting to note is that the overall accuracy starts decreasing slightly for dictionary sizes 250 and 300, while the respective recall rates stay fairly constant around a median value of 0.99. This could imply that we are essentially learning the necessary signal components in about 200 elements, and there is an overfitting cost, both in terms of performance and computational overhead, beyond the "ideal" dictionary size.
The sparsity factor (maximum number of features) used in signal classification can be quite different than the L used to learn the dictionary. The strength of the adaptive, data-learned dictionaries in capturing the signal with sparse, efficient features is illustrated in Figure 5 . We randomly selected one ON and one OFF window from among the high amplitude test data, and used matching pursuit to construct two 50-element representations of each window: one with the ON 200-element dictionary, the other with the respective OFF dictionary. Figure 5 shows the residual energy at each matching pursuit iteration (i.e., the residual energy as dictionary elements are added to the representation). For comparison purposes, we also show the residual energy for the same two windows after matching pursuit over an over-complete chirped Gabor dictionary [6] with 20480 atoms.
For the case of an ON data window, the residual from the ON-dictionary decomposition (red line), is consistently smaller than the residual over then OFF-dictionary (green line). Both learned dictionary residuals are smaller and decay more rapidly that the equivalent residuals over the Gabor dictionary (blue line). The right-hand plot shows the same set of residuals, this time calculated for an OFF-data window. We observe that the minimum residual classifier can correctly choose the window label in each case without ambiguity after the first few matching pursuit iterations, as the corresponding dictionary residual is always lowest. The sparsity factor (number of dictionary elements per data window) used in classification, test L , can therefore be different than the sparsity factor used in learning the dictionary. In the case shown in Figure 5 , the 200-element dictionaries were learned with fixed sparsity factor L=60, which could have been chosen as low as L=20 based on Figure 3 . It is clear from Figure 5 , however, that a correct classification decision can be produced with test L values as low as 10. 
RESULTS
Minimum Residual Classifier (MRC)
Using the algorithm described in Section 3.1 we learned ten ON/OFF dictionary pairs for the high amplitude target emitter in synthetic background, which includes Gaussian white noise, CW clutter, and chirped clutter pulses of various strengths with respect to the target. Based on the dictionary size analysis results of Figure 4 , we chose the dictionary size to be 200 elements to achieve a good balance between accuracy and computational complexity. The performance of the learned dictionary was evaluated on four test scenarios as summarized in Table 1 . For each case we generated test time series of length 1.34s (1307 data windows) with known ground truth window labels, and classified each window as ON or OFF. The resulting classification accuracy across the set of ten dictionary pairs for each test time series is shown in Figure 6 . The first two boxplots in Figure 6 show that the learned dictionary exhibits good robustness to noise, as shown by the high classification performance on test data from an environment similar to the training data (HAmp_Syn boxplot), as well as test data with a quieter target (LAmp_Syn). The median accuracy was 0.918 for the high amplitude data, and 0.924 for the low amplitude data. We also tested our high amplitude target learned dictionary on two hybrid data sets ( Figure 6 , rightmost boxplots), where the target chirped pulse emitter signal was injected into a real background measurement, both as a high and low amplitude target (Table 1) . Previous classification work on this hybrid data set [7] using over-complete chirped Gabor dictionaries did not perform better than the always-OFF classifier. In our case the high amplitude target in hybrid background time series is correctly classified with a median accuracy of 0.767, while in the low amplitude case the median performance is below the 0.670 accuracy threshold, at 0.644.
A more detailed way to visualize how the classifier performs under changing noise conditions is illustrated in Figure 7 .
Here we show the minimum residual classifier decision for each of 1307 windows using the dictionary pair that performed best in the two leftmost boxplots in Figure 6 . For each window, the classifier decision is plotted at coordinates given by the pair of residual energies with respect to the ON and OFF dictionaries, and color coded according to its correctness. These decision maps show the minimum residual classifier provides good class separation in both scenarios. The classification accuracy of the dictionary pair used in Figure 7 was 0.940 for the high amplitude target data, and 0.946 for the low amplitude case. This is a significant improvement in performance from results previously obtained via Short-Time Fourier Transform or sparse representations in over-complete dictionaries [7] .
It is informative to look at the corresponding hybrid data set classification maps in the residual plane for a sample dictionary pair ( Figure 8 ). The class separation in this case has collapsed along the decision boundary, which is not surprising since the background content for the test data is now completely different from the training data. The particular classification accuracy results corresponding to Figure 8 were 0.858 for the high amplitude target, and 0.731 for the low amplitude target. The next section improves upon these results with the use of an ensemble classifier. 
Stochastic classification: Minimum Residual Ensemble Classifier (MREC)
Even though a final, learned dictionary and its performance are deterministic, the dictionary learning process is stochastic, and leads to the variations we have seen in all previous boxplots. Significant accuracy improvements can be achieved by polling multiple minimum residual classifiers using distinct pairs of ON/OFF dictionaries, where each pair is learned from a different random initialization. We refer to this learned dictionary voting system as a minimum residual ensemble classifier (MREC). Given 10 votes (one for each dictionary pair), a window is labeled "Window ON" if at least five of the 10 dictionary pairs return an "ON" vote. Figure 9 augments the boxplots of Figures 4 and 6 with the MREC results (dashed green lines). An interesting and useful effect of using the ensemble vote for classification is the virtual increase of dictionary size we are using in our classification. The left panel of Figure 9 suggests that an ensemble classifier that builds on learned dictionaries with 150 elements will perform as well as an ensemble classifier that uses dictionaries of size 200.
The right panel of Figure 9 compares the classification results previously obtained in Figure 6 using just the minimum residual classifier (boxplots), with ones obtained via ensemble voting (green dashed line). The MREC's accuracy for synthetic data is 0.953 for the high amplitude case, 0.971 for low amplitude one, and for hybrid data is 0.855 for high amplitude target, and 0.691 for the low amplitude case. The classification is consistently better than median dictionary set performance, and in the synthetic data case is higher than the maximum MRC accuracy. Figure 9 : Ten dictionary pairs ensemble classification performance improvement (green dashed line) across learned dictionary sizes (left) and on the four test data scenarios (right). Boxplots represent single dictionary performance across the ten pair set.
We assess the performance of the MREC by gradually increasing the number of voting classifiers and looking at the variance in the resulting classification metrics. We specifically consider one, three, five, seven, and nine respective voters, where a voter is a particular ON/OFF dictionary pair (200 elements each). For each number of voters V, we look at all the combinations of the ten original dictionary pairs taken V at a time. In the cases of one and nine voters we end up with only ten unique voting groups, and for three, five and seven voters the number of possible combinations is much higher. We therefore select all ten voting groups with one and nine voters, and randomly select ten groups in each of the three, five and seven voters case for comparability. A set of ten voting groups, each with V voters, cast an ensemble vote, and the overall classification accuracy variance is captured in the boxplots of Figure 10 . In every test scenario the ensemble classification performance increases with the number of voters, as expected. This improvement is characterized both by the increase in median accuracy, as well as the decrease in variation across a voting set of 10-choose-V, with the 9-voters set having very little variance in the synthetic cases, and performing consistently better than 0.670 in the low amplitude hybrid case. 
Algorithm implementation and software complexity
A practical challenge for RF signal processing is the length of the time records, the high data rate, and the equivalent short processing time available for real-life applications. For learned dictionary applications, the two separate algorithm components that need to be optimized are the learning stage and the classification stage. Learning a dictionary of size K can be computationally very expensive. Since we use supervised learning, and do not update the dictionary with every new test set, this becomes upfront computational overhead and can be reduced by use of parallel computing hardware. At a particular sequential update iteration, we can scatter the K inner products between data and dictionary elements across multiple cores, resulting in O(LNP) complexity, where L is the sparsity factor, N is the length of a dictionary element, and P is the number of training data windows. The SVD decomposition in the dictionary update step is the computational bottleneck, as it can take up to 6s per dictionary element update at every learning iteration, and we are planning to compare it in the near future with a faster update method. In addition, we also use parallel processing to learn multiple dictionaries at the same time across different clusters. A set of 10 ON/OFF dictionary pairs, each dictionary of size 200 elements, sparsity factor 60, and 20 dictionary update iterations takes on average 2.4hrs to compute on a Windows workstation with 8 Intel Xeon X5550 2.67GHz quadcore processors (32 cores total).
The classification of test data can be done in almost real time using a parallel, vectorized implementation. Unlike overcomplete dictionaries, whose number of elements can be larger by an order of magnitude compared to the length of the data, N, our learned dictionaries are under-complete, i.e., K<< N, which leads to an increase in classification speed. At each matching pursuit iteration the calculation of the K inner products between the data windows of size N and the dictionary elements can be scattered across multiple cores, reducing the complexity to O(LT/N), where T is the sample length of a time series. Also, the ensemble classifier can query dictionary pairs in parallel to make a classification decision. If we buffer the test data (i.e., pass the data to the classifier in vectorized format of M windows on length N samples), we lower the communication time, and achieve further improvement from the algorithmic parallelism.
Classification using the parallel, vectorized implementation is significantly faster than classification using streamed data (sequential processing). In the case of streamed data, classification of a single 2ms data window using a single 200-element dictionary pair requires 10ms (~0.20x real-time). If multiple dictionaries are queried sequentially to produce an ensemble classifier, the cost to classify a single 2 ms data window is 140ms (~0.01x real-time). In contrast, classification of a 1.34s time series of 1307 windows processed in buffered format (using a single 200-element dictionary pair) requires only 3.98s (~0.33x real-time), and when five 200-element dictionary pairs are queried in parallel, the total execution time is only 9.46s (~0.14x real-time). Additional speedups can be achieved by distributing the calculation across the cores of a graphical processor unit (GPU), and further acceleration is possible on a GPU-accelerated cluster.
CONCLUSIONS
Learned dictionaries have great potential for solving challenging RF classification problems. In this paper we have shown classification of chirped pulsed RF transient targets in heavy noise and clutter environments using learned dictionary techniques adapted from image processing applications. We demonstrated that sparse feature sets obtained from under-complete learned dictionaries have good discriminative power and are robust to increased noise levels and unexpected background changes. We have shown that a minimum residual ensemble classifier increases the overall classification accuracy and that a parallel implementation achieves speedups without sacrificing performance.
